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Abstract

District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the 
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease, 
prolonging the investment return period. 
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand 
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665 
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district 
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were 
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation 
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered). 
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the 
decrease in the number of heating hours of 22-139h during the heating season (depending on the combination of weather and 
renovation scenarios considered). On the other hand, function intercept increased for 7.8-12.7% per decade (depending on the 
coupled scenarios). The values suggested could be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and 
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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Abstract 

Due to the increasing penetration level of tidal power in power system, the tidal turbines can provide less frequency support than 
conventional generators due to their small rotor mass. This makes the power system with low inertia and cause frequency problem. 
This paper presents a simulation model of a tidal power farm based on a MW-level variable speed tidal turbine with doubly-fed 
induction generator (DFIG) developed in the simulation tool of Matlab/Simulink. According to the reserve capacity required for 
primary frequency control, a de-loading control method is proposed in this paper to resolve the issue of primary frequency control 
via tidal power plant. Based on the analysis method of the frequency control characteristics of DFIGs, it is proposed by improved 
variable pitch control method. The control strategy, which is based on pitch control system of tidal turbine, is proposed in order to 
participate into primary frequency regulation of power system. Simulation results show that the proposed control strategy is 
effective means the tidal turbines with DFIG generators could providing frequency support for power system when they are working 
under the de-loading condition in this paper. 

Keywords: tidal turbine, pitch control, primary frequency control, DFIG, de-loading operation 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, because of the rapid developments of commerce and industry, the energy demands grow 
significantly. The world has to face energy-deficiency issues, due to the traditional fossil-fuel resources are rather 
limited. Thus, some countries are eager to search the alternative energies. Ocean-powered technologies are in their 
infancy. With the development of innovative tidal turbine system and coastal infrastructure, the popularization of tidal 
energy worldwide can be expected. Compare with other type of renewable energies, tidal energy has a lot of 
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advantages, such as regularity, predictability and energy density. Its use is very effective as it relies on the similar 
technologies used in offshore wind turbines but it is still under development and requires more research. Due to the 
high density of water compared to air, the density of dynamics energy of water flow is much higher than air flow. 
Therefore, the tidal turbine is usually smaller than wind turbine and can work at a lower flow velocity.   

Traditionally, the power system frequency control is normally provided by conventional synchronous generators. 
With the proportion of tidal power plant into power system increasing, the tidal power plant could not only reach the 
huge environmental and economic benefits, but also bring the new challenges of operating safety and stability in 
power system. Tidal power plant participates in frequency regulation and the coordination with stored energy of the 
power system will be an inexorable trend in the future.  

This paper proposed a de-loading operating strategy, for enhance the capability of primary frequency control of 
tidal power plant, to trace the MPPT and primary frequency characteristics of DFIG. Also, improving the traditional 
pitch control system to adjust the mechanical power which is captured by DFIGs in the period of primary frequency 
control 

2. Characteristic of Tidal Turbine Model and Generator Model 

When the sea water passes the blades, the lift force, which is perpendicular to the flow direction, is produced and 
it makes the impeller to rotate. However, no matter what the case is, if the maximum flow speed is over 2m/s, it 
could be utilized by tidal turbines [3]. Simultaneously, the flow direction of sea water is regular, such as the flow 
direction is bidirectional which is caused by tide. The flow direction is unidirectional, which is caused by climate or 
density difference of sea water. The flow speed has small change in a short time and the changes will be regular in a 
long-time period.  

In the tidal energy generation system, the variable-speed generation system is more proper and effective than the 
fixed-speed generation system because the variable-speed generation system is operated at the proper generator 
rotating speed when the tidal speed is changed. So, it has advantages of the high efficient tidal energy generation 
and the reduction of maintenance cost due to less stress to the tidal generation facilities. The tidal generation system 
operation according to the variable speed is controlled by using the MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracking) 
control method. The tidal turbine considered in this paper applies a DFIG, using a back-to-back full-scale PWM 
voltage source converter connected to the grid. DFIG-based tidal turbines will offer several advantages, such as 
variable speed operation and four-quadrant active and reactive power capabilities. Indeed, considering the DFIG and 
the tidal current speed, the DFIG allows compensating these variations in acceptable proportions while guaranteeing 
a good quality of the produced energy. 

A simplified hydrodynamic model is normally used when the electrical behavior of the tidal turbine is the main 
interest of the study. Considering the flexibility of the system, the inertia of main shaft and transmission system of 
gearbox should be calculated into impeller shaft. Also, the flexibility of main shaft and transmission system of 
gearbox should be equivalent to the output shaft of gearbox[4]. The equation is shown as following: 

                          ' r
r r m D

dJ T T T
dt


                                                            (1) 

Where the Jr’=Jr+n1
2J1+∙∙∙+ nn

2Jn is the sum of moment of inertia of impeller and the inertia of each transmission 
system which is calculated on the impeller shaft; n1, n2, ∙∙∙, nn, J1, J2, ∙∙∙, Jn is transmission ratio and moment of 
inertia in each level of transmission system; Tr is the hydraulic torque; Tm is the mechanical torque of gearbox output 
shaft; TD is the damping torque; ωr is the angular velocity of impeller. 

Because of C=P/ωr, according to the theory of Betz, the relation between the tidal speed and hydraulic torque 
may be described by the following equation:                                               
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Where, CT = Cp(λ,β)/λ, λ=ωrR/v;  
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Fig.1 shows the relation curve of output power of impeller and rotational speed for different current speed. The 
maximum power curve of impeller can be presented as equation (3): 

                                      3
max optP k                                                                       (3) 

Where, ωopt
3 is the optimal angular velocity of impeller, k is constant. 
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Fig. 1.  The maximum power point tracking curve of DFIG 

 
Tr can be linearized and calculated by Taylor expansion which is shown as following equation: 
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Where the coefficient of linearization is: 
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Meanwhile,  

                                2
1 3D r

r
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                                                                    (8) 

Where the ρ is fluid density; v is the fluid speed; S is the swept are of the blades; Cp(λ,β) is energy utilization 
coefficient; CT(λ,β) is torque coefficient of impeller; λ is tip speed ratio (the ratio of tip linear speed and fluid speed); 
β is pitch angle; c1,c2,c3 is constant.  

At present, DFIG becomes the majority among the tidal generators in the tidal power plant and it uses the rotor 
side converter control to capture the maximum tidal energy and improve the efficiency of energy utilization. Fig.2 is 
the vector control diagram of the rotor side converter. The inner loop of system is current control loop. The reference 
values of current I*rd, I*rq are depended on the MPPT control and reactive power control of outer control, respectively 
[5] 
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Fig. 2.  Vector control diagram of the rotor side converter 

 
The DFIG uses the converter control and pitch system control for MPPT when they working under the normal 

condition. The reference value of active power can be gotten as the following equation: 
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Where kopt is the proportional coefficient of the maximum power point curve; ω0 is the initial angular speed; ω1 is 
the angular speed in constant rotational speed area; ωmax is the limited value of ωr; Pmax is the limited value of output 
active power. 

3. The Frequency Dynamic Process and the De-loading Control 

According to the different tide conditions, this strategy is to restore the reserve capability for the primary frequency 
control by increasing pitch angle. To make sure the reserve active power of DFIG for the primary frequency control, 
the output active power of DFIGs under the de-loading operation should be (1-d). The de-loading capacity of DFIGs 
can be set as following equations: 

           
0

deP
d

P


                                                                       (10) 

Where the ∆Pde is the de-loading power of DFIG. 
For the single tidal turbine, if the de-loading power is set d, the de-loading power reference value can be shown as 

following equation: 
2 3

de opt p-deload(1 ) 0.5 πP d P R C v                                                 (11) 

                  2 3
opt p-max0.5 π CP R v                                                              (12) 

Where Pdeload, Popt are the reference value of power and the reference power of maximum power tracing under de-
loading operating condition, respectively; Cp-deload is coefficient of the captured tidal energy in de-loading condition; 
Cp-max is the coefficient of the maximum captured tidal energy. 

When the fluid speed v and fluid density ρ are unchanged, from the equation (11) and (12), the Cp-deload can be 
calculated by following equation: 

                                  p-de p-max(1 )CC d                                                               (13) 
From the equation (13), it shows that if the coefficient of the captured tidal energy decrease d, the de-loading 
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operation of tidal turbines can be realized.  
Because of the drop range of frequency in power system should not over 0.5 Hz, tidal power plant should use 

reserve capacity to adjust the frequency change in security range of power system. Tidal turbines can control the de-
loading level by improving the traditional pitch control to increase pitch angles and reduce the captured tidal energy. 
However, tidal turbines should still track the maximum power point after the de-loading operation. 

When the system frequency changes suddenly, pitch control system could get frequency response by reducing 
pitch angle. The pitch control strategy is shown as fig.3. 
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Fig.3 Frequency control with pitch control system 

4. Simulations and Results 

The small simplified simulation power system model is established by using Matlab/Simulink software, and it 
includes a 60 MW tidal power plant and an 80 MW thermal power plants as shown in Fig. 4. The power loads of Load 
1 and Load 2 are both 40 MW. 
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C1C1 C2C2

Load1 Load 2
 

Fig.4. Simplified power system model 
 

       When the Load 2 has increased from 40MW to 55MW and the frequency of power system has decreased 
accordingly. When the tidal power plant participates into frequency control by using proposed control strategy. The 
frequency dip is reduced and the after-fault frequency is considerably increased. The simulation result is shown in 
Fig.5. 
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Fig.5. Frequency response curve of proposed control strategy  
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In fig.9, it compared with the system frequency f, active output power of power system P, output power of tidal 

turbine PT and pitch angle β under frequency control without tidal plant and the proposed control strategy. From fig.9, 
the frequency dropped from 50 Hz to 47.9. After the tidal power plant uses the proposed control strategy, the ratio of 
frequency change obviously. The system frequency only dropped to 49.87 Hz and grew to 49.5Hz. In this frequency 
dynamic process, the pitch angle of tidal turbines increased to capture more kinetic energy. Due to the secondary 
frequency control has not been considered, the static frequency deviation of system has an obvious increase than the 
frequency control without tidal power plant.  When the tidal turbine with DFIG operates under the proposed frequency 
control strategy, it could improve the features of frequency recovery in the process of primary frequency control. 
Simultaneously, the pitch angle of tidal turbines has rose again which benefits for tidal turbines to recover to the initial 
operating state. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper built a DFIG tidal turbine model to represent an aggregated tidal power plant model. A simulation test 
system with a tidal power plant and thermal plant is used as the test system. The frequency control strategy which is 
based on improved pitch control system to ensure the tidal power plant could participate into primary frequency 
control. Meanwhile, this is for improving the frequency stability of power systems. The proposed frequency control 
strategy could modify the pitch angle for the de-loading operation to reserve the capacity in various tidal speed. 
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